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1 . This written opinion is the first drawn up by this International Preliminary Examining Authority.

2. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

Basis of the opinion

Priority

Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Lack of unity ct invention

Reasoned statement under Rule 65.2(a){ii) with regard to noveity
:
inventive step or industrial applicability;

citations and explanations supporting such statement

Certain documents cited

Certas*! defects In the international application

Certain observations on the International application

3. The applicant is hereby invited to reply to this opinion.

When? See the time limit lnc3cated above. The applicant may, before the expiration of thai time limit,

raquest this Authority to grant en extension, see Ride 66.2(d).

How? By submitting a written reply, accompanied, where appropriate, by amendments, according to Rule 66.3.

For the form and the language of the amenAnents, see Rules 66.S and 66.9.

Also: For an additional opportunity to submit amendments, see Rule 66.4.

For the examiner's obligation to consider amendments anOtor arguments, see Ruia 66.4 bis.

For an Informal ©communication with the examiner, see Rule 68.6.

If no reply Is filed, the international preliminary examination report win be established on the basis of tnis opinion.

4. The final date by which the international preliminary

examination report must be established according to Ruie 69.2 Is: 28.07.2004
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III

IV

V
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VII

VII!

Name and mailing address of the International

preliminary examining euthortty:

European Patent Office

D-00298 Munich
Tel. +49 69 2399 - 0 Tx 523656 epmu d
Fax: 44S 39 2399 - 4465

i
Authorized D*fcce

-

1 Otegui Rebollo, J

; Fonnaliiies officer (ire!. exteno?on of time limits)

! Walli, K
j

Telephone No. +49 89 2399-3060

Form PCTrfPEA/406 (Cover Sheet) (January 2004)
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WRITTEN OPINION International application No. PCT/EP 0303173

I. Basis of the opinion

1 . With regard to the elements of the international application (Replacement sheets which have been furnished to

the receiving Office in response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred tc in this opinion as "originally-

filed*):

Description, Pases

i -23 as originally filed

Claims, Numbers

1-11 as originally filed

2. With regard to the language, all the elements marked above were available or furnished to this Authority In the

language in which the international application was filed, unless otherwise indicated under this item.

.

These elements were available or furnished to this Authority in the following language: , which is: .

the language of a translation furnished for the purposes of the international search (under Rule 23.1 (b)).

the language of publication of the international application (under Ruie 46.3(b)).

the language of a translation furnished tor the purposes of international preliminary examination (under

Rule 55.2 and)br55.3).

3. With regard to any nucleotide andfor amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, the

international preliminary examination was carried out on the basis of the sequence listing:

contained in the international application in written form.

filed together with the international application in computer readable form.

furnished subsequently to this Authority in written form.

furnished subsequently to this Authority in computer readable form.

The statement that the subsequently furnished written sequence listing does not go beyond the disclosure

in the international application as filed has been furnished.

The statement that the information recorded in computer readable form is identical to the written sequence
listing has been furnished.

4. The amendments have resulted in the cancellation ot:

the description, pages:

the claims, Nos.:

the drawings, sheets:

5. This opinion has been established as if (some of) the amendments had noi been made, since they have
been considered to go beyond the disclosure as filed (Rule 7C.2(cJ).

6. Additional observations, H necessary:

V. Reasoned statement under Rule 66.2(aK"i) wfth regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial

applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Form PCT.IPEA'408 (January 2004)
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WRITTEN OPINION International application No. PCT/EP 03/33173

Novetty (N) Claims

Inventive step (IS) Claims 1-11 (No)

Industrial applicability (IA) Claims

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet

Form PCT.1CEA/ 408 (January 2004)
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SEPARATE SHEET

Re ftem V
Reasoned statement under Rule 66.2(a)(ii) with regard to novelty, inventive step

or industrial applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

The following documents (D) are referred to iri this communication; the numbering will

be adhered to in the rest of the procedure:

Dt = EP-A-1 097 969

D2 = US-A- 4 874 321

D3 = WO-A- 02/00806

1 . The subject-matter of claims 1 to 8, 10 and 1 1 does not appear to involve an

inventive step (Article 33(3) PCT) over the teachings ofd (bituminous mixtures

comprising an (A-B)2 copolymer, wherein A= polystyrene and B=polyisoprene) and D2

(B
1
-A

1
-B2-A2 copolymers with molecular weights of 250,000 and B2/B 1

= 1 0) as it

constitutes a mere selection within the wider disclosure of said documents without the

provision of any surprising or unexpected effect because in the comparative tests no

tetrablock*polymer according to D1 or D2 was considered. The subject-matter of claim

9 does not appear to involve an inventive step over the teachings of D2 {see above) as

it apparently concerns a routine selection within the wider disclosure of D2.

2. Concerning moiecular weights of the block copolymers of the invention, applicants'

attention is drawn to the fact that apparently different methods are currently used (see,

for instance, page 7 f
lines 9 to 13, of the application, and D3, page 8, lines 23 to 29). It

is not clear if these different methods provide different results. Applicants must

comment of this issue.

3. in case of filing amended substitute sheets, and in order to facilitate the examination

of the conformity of the amended application with the requirements of Article 34(2)(b)

PCT, the applicant is requested to clearly identify the amendments carried out,

irrespective of whether they concern amendments by addition, replacement or deletion,

and to indicate the passages of the application as filed on which these amendments are

based. If the applicant regards it as appropriate these indications could be submitted in

handwritten form cn a copy of the relevant parts of the application as filed.

Form PCT/Separate $heet>40S (Sheet V: (EPO-Aprii *:397;
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Your ref

Our ref: TS0777/PCT (previously W5424-Be/td)

International application No. PCT/EP03/03173

KRATON Polymers Research B.V.

Dear Sir or Madam

We refer to the Written Opinion pursuant to PCT Rule 66 dated February 10, 2004 and received on

February 16, 2004, We. attach our comments.

Please note that the prosecution of the international application U now handled by ourselves and no longer

by Mr. Tom Beetz of De Vxies &c Metman. We kindly request you to correspond no our Amsterdam office

mentioned above and to use the new case reference number.

The Examiner has acknowledged novelty in respect of the claimedsubjecr-marrer. The discussion therefore

is whether the present invention is inventive.

The present invention concerns bituminous compositions having advantageous high and low temperature

properties. These properties are important with regard to the intended use, in roofing applications. In the

description of the specification an extensive discussion may be found on the prior art on bituminous

compositions used for rooting applications- The problem with regard to prior art bituminous compositions

is that they do not provide compositions for use as self-adhesive rooting membranes, without risk of fire

and hazard to the installation workers. Ir is this problem that the inventors ser ou: to solve.

Dl (EP1097969A) is about a modifier to improve the performance of birueuLnous mixtures used in the read

paving. This application does not mention its use in rooting applications, nor does it suggest to present a

formulation that can be used in roofing applications. For the purpose of assessing inventive step, this

reference is less relevant than the. prior art already discussed in the background par: or the present

specification.

KRATON Polymers Research B.V.

Registered address: fccdhjijweg 3. 1C-31 CM Annierdom, The Nethsrlcndi
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European Patent office

Munich

D2 (4874821) concerns block copolymer, having a butadiene-capered ^ene cndblcck produced in the

in Lcrion step). These polymers are said to be endowed with a desired balance ot mecnarucal

Slides, rLlogic cLLterisbcs and characters of resistance to
*

are tested as hot melt adhesive. Such adhesive* find for instance use in «, bookbtnthog and
I

««U

application. Aside from the fact that the process described in D2 does «: result ir. a polymer havmg fou.

alternating blocks, it has absolutely nothing to do with bituminous compositions.

WO02/00787 <D3) is the third reference mentioned in the written opinion It is r.senaoned with respect zz

the discussion on molecular weights. In D3 the molecular weight is determined by ui C. Lsing

commerdallv-available polystyrene calibration standards the molecular weight as uetermmeo
.

» crooxecuc,

resulting Ln an apparent molecular weigh- This method has.become a standard and is pubiisnea as ..STM

D3536-76 (or ASTM 3536 for short). In other words, there is no difference in the methoc appkec.

Hiving addressed aU the objections in the written opinion, we look forward to a favorable report. If rurther

explan*tion or clarification is necessary, Applicants would welcome a further opportunity to respond.

Yours faithfully

KRATON Polymers Research B.

M CJ A Kortekaas (GA 43691)


